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Lithium ion transport was accelerated within graphites by controlling its d-spacing as well as
its functional groups. By oxidizing bare graphite in a mild condition, expanded graphites (EG*
where * = functional groups) were obtained with increasing d-spacing from 0.3359 nm to
0.3395 nm as well as with functional groups formed on the plane or at the edges of graphites.
The subsequent thermal reduction of EG* led to insignificant change of d-spacing (0.3390
nm), simultaneously eliminating a portion of the functional groups (EG). The enlargement of
d-spacing reduced kinetic hindrance of lithium ion movement within the expanded graphites
(EG* and EG) by reserving more space for ionic transport route. In addition, the activation
energy of lithium ion intercalation in EG* was reduced by surface charge polarization of
graphites induced by hydrogen bonds between oxygen atoms of carbonates in electrolytes and
hydrogen atoms of surface functional groups of the expanded graphites, even if degree of
graphitization decreased. Re-graphitization induced by the subsequent thermal reduction
increased delithiation capacities (QdLi ) of EG as an anode for lithium ion batteries especially at
high currents: QdLi at 50C = 243 mAh g -1 for EG versus 66 mAh g -1 for bare graphite.

Introduction
Graphites have been dominantly used as an anode of lithium ion
batteries (LIBs) due to their reversible structural change during
lithiation and delithiation and low cost despite of relatively low
capacity (theoretically, 372 mAh g-1).1 As LIB technologies develop,
their application areas have been gradually extended from small
mobile devices to large energy storage devices.2 Therefore, not only
higher energy densities but also higher power densities are required.
Though alloying-based or conversion-reaction-based compounds
deliver higher capacities at slow charge or discharge rates than that
of the intercalation-based graphites, they are significantly inferior to
graphites in terms of kinetics.3, 4
To increase the kinetics of lithiation/delithiation of
graphites for guaranteeing high power densities, several approaches
have been suggested. Park et al. controlled peripheral d-spacing of
graphite (do) by edge-selective functionalization, resulting 190 mAh
g-1 at 50C.5 Tossici et al. prepared KC8-derived graphite of larger
interlayer distance (0.341 nm) due to potassium trespassing, which
improved kinetics of the subsequent lithium intercalation.6
Graphite oxides and their derivatives such as graphene
oxides, reduced graphene oxides and graphene sheets were used as
anodes of LIBs.7-11 However, the enhancement of capacities at low
rates was focused with them. Also, lithiation mechanism of the
derivatives is not based on intercalation processes that is
electrochemically well-defined.9, 10 Enlarging d-spacing into 0.6 to
0.7 nm by severe oxidation of graphites12 does not result directly in
kinetic improvement because the oxidation of graphites vastly
decreases electric conductivity from 2500 S m-1 for graphites to
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0.021 S m-1 for graphite oxides.13 That is to say, electron conduction
decreases significantly even if ionic movement is enhanced though
the widened ionic pathways. Not the lithium ion diffusion process
but the electron conduction step determines the overall rates of
intercalation.
In this work, we oxidized graphites in a mild (not severe)
way to guarantee (1) expanding d-spacing into the inter-graphitic
distance at which π−π stacking force maintains and (2) keeping
electric conductivity in a level of conductor without severe
formation of defects to break resonance structure of sp2 hybrid
configuration of graphitic planes. The resultant expanded graphites
(EG*) and its thermally annealed version (EG) were characterized
and compared with bare graphites by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman spectroscopy. The
delithiation kinetics of EG* and EG was proved superior to bare
graphites under galvanostatic stimulation conditions. Differential
capacity analysis and in situ electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) revealed why the expanded graphites are
excellent at high C-rates.

Experimental
Mild oxidation of graphite to EG* and subsequent thermal
reduction of EG* to EG
EG* (* = functional groups) as an expanded and functionalized
graphite was prepared from natural graphite powder (Aldrich) by the
modified Hummers method.14 Graphite powder (1 g), potassium
persulfate (K2S2O8; 0.5 g) and phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5; 0.5 g)
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were mixed in sulfuric acid (H2SO4; 5 ml) with stirring until the
reactants are dissolved. The mixture was kept in an oil bath at 80 oC
for 4.5 hours. After then, the mixture was diluted with DI water and
stirred about 5 min. Solid contents obtained after filtering and
washing the mixture were transferred to a drying dish and left at
room temperature overnight. Potassium permanganate (KMnO4; 0.5
g) were slowly added as an oxidizing agent to H2SO4 (26ml)
containing the pretreated graphite in an ice bath. It should be notified
that the amount of KMnO4 used in this work is one-sixth of the
amount used for synthesizing graphene oxide.14 The mixture was
reacted at 35 oC for 2 hours. After deionized water (46 ml) and 30 %
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2; 2.5 ml) were added, the resultant mixture
was allowed to settle and the clear supernatant was decanted. 10 %
aqueous solution of HCl was added into the remaining mixture with
stirring and then the mixture was filtered. The resulting solid was
dried in air. The dried solid was added to deionized water. Solid
contents were purified from the suspension through centrifugal
dialysis. The collected precipitate was dried at 60 oC in oven. The
resultant expanded graphite oxide (EG*) powder was thermally
reduced in a furnace at 150 oC under an argon atmosphere. Ramping
rate was fixed at 5 oC min-1. EG* was re-graphitized to EG with less
functional groups (indicated by * in EG*).
Characterization
Cold field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM;
Hitachi, S-4800) was used to observe the morphology changes
of natural graphite after mild oxidation and heat treatment. The
crystallographic structures were studied by high power X-ray
diffractometer (XRD) using a Cu Kα source (Rigaku, D/MAZX
2500V/PC). Functional groups of graphites were analysed by
XPS (Thermo Fisher, K-alpha) and Micro-Raman spectroscopy
(WITec, alpha 300R). Carbon and oxygen contents were
measured by elemental analysis based on combustion method
(LECO Co., TrueSpec Micro CHNS).
To characterize the electrochemical properties,
CR2032 coin cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glove-box
(less than 0.4 ppm of H2O and 0.1 ppm of O2). A mixture
composed of active material (80 wt. %), poly(vinylidne
fluoride)(PVdF)(10 wt. %) as a binder and Super P (10 wt. %)
as a conducting agent were casted on Cu foil by using a doctor
blade and then dried in vacuum oven at 120 oC for 2 h. Lithium
metal foil was used as a counter electrode while 1M LiPF6
dissolved in ethylene carbonate (EC)/diethyl carbonate (DEC)
(1/1, vol. %) was used as an electrolyte. Electrochemical
performances were tested by galvanostatic battery test system
(WonA Tech) from 0.01 V to 1.5 V at different current rates
(C-rates). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
measured in situ during galvanostatic delithiation processes by
synchronizing an applied current with sinusoidal current signals
with 300 uA sinus amplitude in the frequency range from 50
kHz to 10 Hz. The impedance data was recorded every 10 min
during delithiation at 0.1C.

Fig. 1 Morphological characterization. SEM images of bare
graphites (a and b), EG* (c and d) and EG (e and f).
The degree of expansion between graphitic sheets was
evaluated by XRD (Fig. 2). A main peak of bare graphite detected at
26.5º along (002) plane was very sharp, indicating that the graphite
had large domain size of crystalline with regular distance between
graphitic sheets. After the mild oxidation (EG*), the (002) peak was
shifted to the lower angle and broadened. Functional groups
(discussed below with Fig. 3) generated by the oxidizing agent at the
edges or on the planes of graphites extends the distance between
graphitic sheets irregularly.5 The representative d-spacing estimated
at the (002) peak by Bragg equation was changed from 0.3359 nm
for the bare graphite to 0.3395 nm for EG*. The d-spacing
distribution is responsible for the broadness of the (002) peak of
EG* and the shoulder in its left between 20 º and 25 º. Domain size
of crystallites was accordingly reduced to half. After the subsequent
thermal reduction, 2θ location and broadness of the (002) peak and
its left shoulder were not significantly changed. Only
crystallographic difference between EG* and EG was the relative
portion of the shoulder to the (002) peak: the portion of larger dspacing was discouraged by the thermal treatment at 150 oC as
graphitization proceeded.

Results and discussion
Morphological changes in a sub-micrometer dimensional level were
observed by the mild oxidation and the subsequent thermal reduction
(Fig. 1). The bare graphite formed closely packed secondary
particles of graphitic sheets with >15 um size. The secondary
particles consisted of flake-like primary particles. After the mild
oxidation, however, the graphitic flakes were partly exfoliated in
EG*. There were no significant difference observed after the
subsequent thermal reduction from EG* to EG.
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Fig. 2 Crystallographic characterization. (a) X-ray diffraction
patterns. The intensities was normalized by that of the (002) peak of
the corresponding material. (b) Comparison of d-spacing values and
domain sizes. The values were calculated from 2θ location and full
width at half maximum of the (002) peak by using Bragg’s law and
Scherer equation, respectively.

ARTICLE
Fig. 3 C1s photoemission spectra of graphite (a), EG* (b) and EG
(c).
Table 1 Compositions of chemical bonds relevant to carbon
estimated from C1s photoemission spectra in Fig. 3.
graphite

Development of functional groups during the mild
oxidation was clearly observed in C1s photoemission spectra (Fig.
3a and b; Table 1). A portion of double bonds between carbons in
the sp2 hybrid configuration of graphite is oxidized into oxygencontaining functional groups (indicated by the increases of C-O and
COOH), leaving single bonds between carbons indicating the sp3
configuration (indicated by the decrease of C=C and the increase of
C-C). Formation of the functional groups is thought to be the main
driving force to expand the distance between graphitic layers in
graphite.5, 15, 16 The chemical exfoliation of graphite into graphene
oxide, achieved by severe oxidation, is the extreme case in which a
large number of functional groups tethered to graphitic layers
exhibits repulsive forces between the layers. In our mild oxidation,
however, the layered structure of bare graphite maintained
macroscopically only with interlayer distance changing. After the
subsequent thermal reduction (Fig. 3b and c; Table 1), the C=C
bonds between carbons indicating sp2 hybrid configuration were
partially recovered while C-C bonds as well as other functional
groups slightly decreased. Elemental analysis based on a combustion
method supported the reduction of functional groups during the
thermal reduction: O/C molar ratio = 0.094 (EG*) versus 0.065
(EG).

EG*

EG

Position(eV)

C=C
284.5

C-C
268.1

C-O
287.6

COOH
289.0

Area(%)

82.7

11.6

4.1

1.6

Position(eV)

284.3

286.0

287.2

288.9

Area(%)

65.2

20.4

8.6

5.8

Position(eV)

284.4

286.0

287.4

288.9

Area(%)

68.5

18.0

7.5

6.0

Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the structural
transformations in terms of degree of graphitization (Fig. 4).
Additional D band (disorder band) appeared in EG* and EG while
only a sharp peak of G band (graphite band) was observed in the
bare graphite. The mild oxidation caused disorder by forming defects
from breakage of sp2 configuration and formation of functional
groups as detected in the XPS study. Also, the G band was
broadened and blue-shifted to higher wavenumber in EG* (Fig. 4) as
the amorphization by oxidation proceeds. The broadening of G band
results from vibrational states dispersed by bond-bending disorder or
softening of non-six-fold rings.17 There are several suggested
explanations for the blue shift. When defects are developed in
graphite, a new band called D’ appears at ~1620 cm-1 and merged
with the existing G band.18 Also, G band is blue-shifted from 1581
cm-1 to 1585 cm-1 when the attractive forces between graphitic layers
are weakened,.19 After the subsequent thermal reduction, the
intensity of G band of EG increased compared with that of EG* (Fig.
4c), implying that the degree of graphitization was partially
redeemed.

Fig. 4 Characterization of graphitization by Raman spectra. (a) Raw
data. Three different bands (G, D and D’) were indicated by dashed
lines. (b) Comparison of Raman shifts at peaks of G band. The same
colours of the corresponding samples were used in (a). (c)
Comparison between EG* and EG by normalizing intensities by that
of D band.
Based on the d-spacing expansion by the mild oxidation
and the redeemed graphitization by the subsequent thermal
reduction, enhancement of lithium ion movement within interlayer
channels is expected. To confirm and prove the improved kinetics,
electrochemical performances were evaluated at different current
rates (Fig. 5). During delithiation at 0.1C, the expanded graphites
(EG and EG*) exhibited capacities at 290 and 183 mAh g-1
respectively lower than that of graphite at 365 mAh g-1 near the
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theoretical capacity of graphite. No significant decrease of capacity
from the value at 0.1C (Q0.1C) was observed until 10C for all
samples. The capacities of EG and EG* maintained close to their
Q0.1C (90 % and 85 % at 30C) even after 30C while that of bare
graphite rapidly decreased to 68 % of its Q0.1C at 30C. The gap of
relative % capacities between the expanded and bare graphites was
more intensified as the delithiation rates reached up to 50C: 84 % for
EG and 77 % for EG* versus 18 % for the bare graphite. Even in
terms of the capacity values in mAh g-1, EG* and EG overcame their
demerits of low initial capacities from 30C and 40C respectively.
The available capacity (assumed to be Q0.1C) of the
expanded graphites inferior to that of the bare graphite can be
explained by several reasons. Functional groups on the basal planes
and more dominantly at the edges of graphitic layers traps lithium
ions, resulting in larger irreversible capacities.20 Also, more amount
of solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) films are formed due to the
electrochemical activity of surface defects of graphitic sheets and the
larger surface area of expanded structures, leading to irreversible
lithium ions storage.21 Integrated area of EG in its differential
capacity curve, which is proportional to the amount of SEI layer
formation, was estimated ten times larger than that of bare
graphite(Fig. S1). The sp3 carbon configuration is considered as
another possible reason. The bare graphite is composed of sp2
carbons which fully contribute to exhibiting capacity. However, both
EG* and EG contain not only sp2 carbons but also sp3 carbons that
may not generate LiC6 complex during lithiation.
From the kinetic viewpoint, however, it is clear that
lithium ion movement in the expanded graphites was faster than that
in the bare graphite. Four reasons can be provided. Both EG* and
EG have wider channels through which lithium ions travel, which is
indicated by the d-spacing increase after the mild oxidation. Smaller
domain size of graphitized crystallines is also a helpful factor by
shortening ionic diffusion length. Thinner SEI layers of EG* and EG
than that of bare graphite facilitate lithium ion transport. Thickness
of the SEI layer was characterized by depth profiles of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and time-of-flight secondary ion
mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS). Dramatic increase of the atomic
concentration of carbon is detected at the interface between the SEI
layer and graphite. The intensity of carbon-related XPS peak of EG*
and EG gradually increased after 10 min sputtering. On the contrary,
no significant change of the peak was observed with bare graphite
even after 30 min sputtering. It implies that the thickness of SEI
layer of bare graphite is much thicker than that of EG* and EG. The
depth profile of TOF-SIMS more clearly supports development of
the thinner SEI layer of EG* and EG (Fig. S3). The concentration of
carbon was saturated after 300 s in bare graphite while saturated
earlier in EG* and EG. It should be noted that the larger amount of
SEI layer of the expanded graphites is not contradictory to the
thinner SEI layer development on the same materials because EG*
and EG provides higher surface areas exposed to electrolyte than
bare graphite. The fourth reason is based on the polarized-charge
dispersion model suggested by Wang et al.22 By our mild oxidation,
the C-C bonds (therefore, C-H bonds) and other functional groups
containing C-OH and COOH were developed. The hydrogencontaining bonds in functional groups are polarized through the
electrostatic interactions or hydrogen bonding between the hydrogen
atoms belonging to graphites and highly electronegative oxygen
atoms of carbonate solvent molecules in electrolyte. Consequently,
partially induced negativity of carbons in graphite reduces the
energy barrier of lithium ion intercalation. Other reason is
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Fig. 5 Galvanostatic delithiation at different current rates. (a to c)
Potential profiles of the bare graphite (a), EG* (b) and EG (c). (d) Crate dependency of capacities.
Fig. 6a shows potential profiles of EG* and EG at the first
and the second cycle. At the first cycle, the expanded graphites
showed profiles similar to hydrogen-containing carbon materials.23
The plateau around 0.8V during lithiation is related to the SEI layer
formation due to decomposition of EC in electrolyte.24 Once the SEI
layer was formed at the first lithiation process, the plateau at 0.8 V
was not observed during the second lithiation. Below 0.8V, lithium
ions are stored on or in graphites based on two different
mechanisms. First, lithium ions are stored on the surface defects of
EG* and EG. A portion of lithium ions are consumed at this process,
resulting in irreversibility.10, 21 Second, lithium ions are inserted or
intercalated between graphitic layers. After the first lithiation, the
reversibility of lithiation/delithiation was guaranteed with EG* and
EG (Fig. 6b). The capacity of both EG* and EG maintained up to
higher than 95 % of the capacity at the first cycle even after 100
cycles.

Fig. 6 (a) Potential profiles of EG* and EG at the first and second
cycles during lithiation at 0.1C and delithiation at 0.1C. (b) Capacity
retention of EG* and EG along cycles consisting of lithiation at 0.1C
followed by delithiation at 0.1C. (c) Differential capacity curves of
the bare graphite and EG at the second cycle. The red arrows
indicate the potential scan directions. Stages were indicated in blue.
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(d) Differential capacity curves of EG at 0.1C and 0.5C. The gaps
between blue dotted lines mean the overpotential.
Lithiation of the bare graphite proceeds stage by stage
(Fig. 6c).23 Lithium ions are inserted into the empty inter-spacing
layers where the energy barriers of intercalation are minimized. If all
inter-spacing layers were identically defined, lithium ions would be
intercalated in a way to minimize the interaction between Li+-filled
layers. Therefore, Li+-filled layers are periodically generated.
Subsequently, lithium ions seek the layers for intercalation far away
from the layers at which lithium ions are already filled. The
periodicities of the filled layer determine the stages: e.g. stage 4
means lithium ions were intercalated every four layer (numbers in
blue in Fig. 6c). Each stage transition is identified by its own
electrochemical potential that is distinguished from other stage
transition (blue vertical lines). The stage behavior of the bare
graphite was clearly observed in the differential capacity (dQ/dV)
curve (Fig. 6c).
However, lithiation/delithiation behavior of EG was
deviated from the well-defined staging behavior. The plateau
potentials were not clearly defined so that the peaks responsible for
the stage transitions in the dQ/dV curve were broadened. The peak
broadness originates from the d-spacing distribution as well as
irregular structure of EG compared with the bare graphite. Also, the
potentials at which stages are changed were shifted into the negative
direction of potential. During lithiation, lithium species move
sluggishly inside of EG due to slow electron supply caused by its
lower electric conductivity even if the wider d-spacing of EG
facilitates the insertion of lithium ions through the entrance of
graphites. Lithium ions are stuck nearby edge region, resulting in
intercalation potential shift to the negative direction (more
overpotential). During delithiation, on the contrary, lithium ions can
be deintercalated in an easier way through the wider d-spacing gate,
opening the pathway for their slow followers. Therefore, the
deintercalation potential of EG is still more negative (less
overpotential) compared with that of bare graphite. Fig. 6d strongly
supports the asymmetric overpotential of EG between lithiation and
delithiation by comparing differential capacity curves between two
different C-rates. At higher C-rate (0.5C) with respect to lower Crate (0.1C), larger overpotential (more than 100 mV) indicated by
the negative shift of the first lithiation potential was observed during
lithiation while only small overpotential (~ 10 mV) was investigated
during delithiation. C-rate dependency of the lithiation processes
also confirmed the asymmetric behavior of overpotential of EG (Fig.
S4). The serious decrease of lithiation capacity is contrasted with
relatively insignificant change in delithiation capacity (Fig. 5d).

ARTICLE
delithiation progressed. The depressed semicircles in the Nyquist
plot results from overlapping of charge transfer processes at the two
different interfaces in electrolyte | SEI layer | graphite systems. At
the initial period of delithiation (SOC = 100 %), EG fully utilized its
kinetic advantage caused by wider channels. Smaller resistance (size
of semicircle) was involved with EG at the first time (as soon as
delithiation began) when compared with that of the bare graphite. As
delithiation proceeds, the effects of larger d-spacing of the expanded
graphites on kinetics decrease. From 95 % of state of charge (SOC),
the size of semicircles were reversed between EG and the bare
graphite. That is to say, the bare graphite became kinetically superior
to EG after the critical state of charge (SOC) at the latter part of
delithiation. The discussion also explains why the expanded
graphites (EG* or EG) is superior to the bare graphite especially at
very high rates such as 50C. It should be noted that the resistances
estimated from diameter of semicircles are the function of C-rates
when impedance spectra are measured in situ during galvanostatic
delithiation or lithiation (our preliminary experiments). The effective
resistances estimated from diameter of semicircle are expected to be
smaller with EG than bare graphite at the SOC range of full
delithiation at 30C to 50C even if it is difficult to measure them due
to instrumentation limits (impedance spectra cannot be measured in
situ within the time period (72 sec) of full delithiation at 50C). At
the high rates, only the SOC range favorable to EG could be utilized
without using the latter part of delithiation in which EG is inferior to
the bare graphite.

Conclusions
In this work, the effects of d-spacing and functional groups on
electrochemical performances of graphite were investigated.
The d-spacing between graphitic layers was controlled by
oxidizing graphite in a mild degree at which the π-π stacking
maintained without exfoliation. In the subsequent thermal
reduction, the degree of graphitization was partially redeemed.
Simultaneously, oxygen-containing functional groups were
generated at edges or planes of graphite in the first oxidation
step and then removed by the second reduction step. The
expanded graphites (EG* and EG) were lithiated/delithiated via
intercalation/de-intercalation basically like graphite, which is
distinguished from adsorption mechanism shown in graphite
oxide or graphene oxide. They exhibited enhanced capacities
especially at fast rates over 30C when compared with the
original graphite. The larger d-spacing facilitated lithium ion
movement between graphitic layers. Also, functional groups at
the edges of graphite induced polarization of charge, decreasing
activation energy required to extract lithium ions from graphite.
We believe that modification of graphite open new possibility
of old-fashioned but still dominantly used graphite anodes
especially at high-rate applications. Even in the cases of
silicon/graphite composites for higher capacities, high current
cannot be extracted from the silicon as a high-energy
component. Only the modified graphites such as EG* and EG
shown in this work would cover the high-rate performances.
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Enlarging d-spacing of graphite and polarizing its surface charge for driving lithium ions fast
Tae-Hee Kim, Eun Kyung Jeon, Younghoon Ko, Bo Yun Jang, Byeong-Su Kim,* and HyunKon Song*
Lithium ion movement was accelerated by enlarging interlayer distance of graphite as well as
by polarizing its surface charge. Resultantly, high rate performances of lithium ion batteries
were significantly enhanced.

